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A “closed loop” system consisting of the wave equation with a feedback acting 
in the Dirichlet boundary condition in the form of a nonlocal, one-dimensional 
range operator, defined on the “velocity” vector (damping) is considered. Beside the 
well-posedness question (generation of a feedback C,-semigroup), the boundary 
feedback stabilization problem is studied: while asymptotic decay to zero in the 
u@orm operator norm can never occur for the considered class of closed loop 
systems, however checkable sufficient conditions on the vectors in the boundary 
conditions are provided that guarantee asymptotic decay to zero in the strong norm 
of appropriate Sobolev spaces. These conditions include, but are not limited to, the 
standard case of dissipativity of the feedback system. The starting point of this 
approach is a functional analytic model for the study of nonsmooth boundary input 
hyperbolic equations recently developed (1. Lasiecka and R. Triggiani, Appl. Math. 
Optim. 7 (1) (1981), 35-93). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let R be a bounded domain in R” with boundary I-, assumed to be an 
(V - I)-dimensional variety with R locally on one side of r. Here, r may 
have finitely many conical points [ 11. We consider the wave equation (“open 
loop system”) 
x& r> = w, 0 in (0, T] X l2, (1.1) 
x(0,0 = x,(0; x,(0,4 = x, (0 tEQ, (1.2) 
46 C) = “t-(6 C) in (0, T] x r (Dirichlet B.C.), (1.3) 
where, however, the input function (forcing term) f(t, [) acting on r in the 
Dirichlet B.C. is demanded to be expressed in feedback form (“closed loop 
system”). In the present paper, we choose a feedback operator that acts only 
on the velocity vector,’ and is of the following easily implementable form: 
* Research supported in part by The National Science Foundation under grant MCS 81. 
02837. 
’ For a counterpart problem where the feedback operator acts only on the position vector. 
we refer to our work (21 which is briefly reviewed later in this section. 
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where ( , ) denotes the L.,(Q)-inner product, while w(.) and g(.) are two 
nonzero vectors in L,(Q) and L,(Z), respectively. Our study will focus on 
the closed loop feedback system (1. 1 )-( 1.3) (1.4). As is well known, the free 
system, i.e., system (l.l), (1.3) withf(t, c) = 0 written as first order system, 
defines a unitary C,-group on the space E G HA(R) x Lz(0). Our main 
objective in this paper is then “to stabilize” the free system by means of the 
boundary feedback term given by (1.4); qualitatively, this means that under 
minimal assumptions of smoothness on the given vector w E L,(Q), we seek 
an appropriate vector g E L#), so that all the corresponding feedback 
semigroup (group) solutions of the resulting closed loop first order system 
due to (1.1 E( 1.4), decay to zero as t -+ co in the strongest possible (Sobolev) 
norm. Our main results are as follows. First, whenever the feedback system 
(1.1 t( 1.3) (1.4) defines a feedback C,-semigroup, its stabilization can never 
occur in the uniform operator topology: for instance, this is the case for’ 
w E c2J(A 3’4+p) and any g E L,(Z) (Section 3.1). Nevertheless, we give in 
Section 3.2 a set of sufficient conditions on w E Lz(Q) and g E L2(Z), so that 
stabilization fthe resulting feedback semigroup (group) occurs in the strong 
topology ‘of appropriate Sobolev spaces. For instance with w E G?J(A 3’4t “) 
and suitable g E L*(Z), strong stabilization occurs in the space3 VE 
9(A “4-P) @ [g(A”4tp)]’ equivalent to the space H”2-2p(0) 0 
H-“2-2P(R). Th ese sufficient conditions include, but are not limited to, the 
standard case of dissipativity for the feedback group generator (see 
footnote 4). Actually, their function is to force dissipativity of the feedback 
generator on the wider space YE [C8(A1’4+p)]’ @ [,(A3’4fp)]’ after 
application however of a suitable similarity ransformation defined by them 
(or generally on [GT(A1’4+p+o)]’ @ [~(A3’4fp+o)]‘, for all cr > 0). However, 
when restricted to smaller spaces (the interpolation spaces I, below (1.7b) 
between Y and V) where strong stabilization still occurs, the original 
feedback generator need not be dissipative (i.e., the restricted semigroup 
(group) need not be a contraction). In the course of our analysis, it will be 
ascertained-as was implicitly contained in the above statements-that the 
closed loop system does define a feedback C,-semigroup on I,, in fact a 
group, in particular for the claimed stabilizing vectors w, g (Corollary 2.2). 
While we leave to Section 2 the well-posedness question and to Section 3.1 
the statement and the treatment on the lack of “uniform” stabilization, we
report here our principal result concerning “strong” stabilization under 
minimal assumptions of smoothness on w; namely, w E &?(A3’4tp). 
If -A denotes A with zero Dirichlet B.C., then A is a positive selfadjoint 
’ Throughout the paper, p > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant fixed once and for all by 
relation (2.1) below. 
3 Z’ will denote the dual space of Z. 
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operator on L2(L2) with (compact resolvent and) positive igenvalues Ai and 
with corresponding eigenvectors Qi forming an orthonormal basis on t*(0). 
Henceforth, we set for notational convenience 
y---A- “2P2pDg E L,(Q), (1.5) 
where D is the Dirichlet map (see Section 2, first paragraph) and p > 0 is an 
arbitrarily small constant fixed once and for all by the relation (2.1) below. 
Moreover, the following identity will be used freely: for g E L,(T), 
(Dg)i E (Dg, @i> = (g, D*@i)r = d (99 $ / ) > 
r r 
where in the last step we have used [3, p. 151 with ( , )r the L,(T)-inner 
product. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) Assume that the vectors w E L*(Q) and g E L2(T) in 
the B.C. (1.4) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) (w, Qi)(Dg, oi) = w,(Dg), < 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., (1.6a) 
equivalent to: wi(g, a@i/a&-)r ( 0, and also to 
(w, @i)(Y, @i) E wiYi > O, i = 1, 2,..., (1.6b) 
since &:“2-2p > 0; 
(ii)“,’ 0 < c < I(w, Qi)/(y, @J = ) win~‘2’2P/(Dg)iI < C, i = 1, 2 ,..., 
(1.7a) 
for positive constants c and C; in short, we shall write, as usual, 
wi, 1; orwiN 
Yi (Dg)i 
N- as i-co. 
(1.7b) 
Let G,(t) denote, as in Section 2 below, the corresponding Co-group 
generated by the feedback system (l.l)-(1.3), (1.4) on the interpolation 
spaces6 I, = ST(A*) @ g(A4), a=d-p-812; P=-+-p-6/2, for all 
4 The case w = k2y = -k2A- 1’2-2PDg k2 a positive constant, corresponds to dissipativity , 
of the feedback generator on Y: see subsequent Corollary 2.2. 
’ Condition (1.7) readily implies that the vector w and the vector A -“2m*pDg belong to the 
domain of the same fractional power of A. Since, by (2.1), A-“2-ZDDg E 5?(A3’4+p), so does 
w; I.e., w E ?Z(A ‘14+“). As we shall see in Corollary 2.2 below, in this case the feedback 
system (l.l)-(1.3), (1.4) generates a C,-group on all spaces 9(A”) @ C8(A4) described above. 
6 Here and henceforth for notational convience, we use the convention Q?(A -“) = IGS(A’)]‘, 
for s > 0. Also, I,:, = V, while I,=, = Y. 
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0 < 19< 1, as guaranteed by Corollary 2.2 below. Then G”,(t) is strongly 
stable on each I,: 
Moreover, the (necessarily point) spectrum of the feedback generator s$. 
corresponding to cF(t) consists of countably many eigenvalues with are 
contained in {A: ReA < 0). 
(b) Actually, if higher smoothness of the vector w is available,’ i.e., 
wEB(A 3/4t p‘O), for some a > 0, then condition (1.7) may be replaced by 
and the strong stabilization of the feedback C,-group occurs in the space 
@(A 1/4--P--o) @ @(A -1/4-P-U) 
The present paper continues our investigations on boundary feedback 
hyperbolic equations initiated in [2]. However, the main difference between 
the present paper and [2] is twofold. In [2], we considered a feedback 
operator acting (i) only on the position vector (essentially (1.4) with x,(t, <) 
replaced by x(t, r)), while (ii) the original free differential equation was 
assumed unstable (i.e., in the canonical situation, A in (1.1) is replaced by 
A + c* for large c). Due to the lack of “damping term,” the aim was then to 
solve what we called “almost-periodic boundary feedback stabilization” 
problem: select boundary vectors g, subject to minimal assumptions on w, as 
to force the resulting feedback system to restore the natural oscillatory 
character of an hyperbolic equation; in other words, this means to force all 
feedback solutions to be infinite linear combinations of sines and cosines in t. 
The techniques used in 121 and those used here are, however, drastically 
different,* as they reflect he difference in the corresponding sought after 
final results: strong decay in norm of the feedback solutions [x, xt] here, 
versus exact structure of the feedback solutions as an infinite linear 
combination of sines and cosines in [2]. In terms of spectral properties of the 
feedback C,-group generator, S$ this difference can be rephrased as follows: 
’ p > 0 is fixed once and for all by relation (2.1) below. 
’ Although the starting point of our approaches in both papers-[21 and the present 
one-is the same functional analytic input-solution formula (see Eq. (2.2) below) recently 
introduced and developed by the authors in 11 11. 
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here the eigenvalues of J+$ are forced to be all strictly in {Re 1 < O), while in 
[2] they are forced to lie exactly on the imaginary axis. 
As to the literature relevant to the present paper, we first note that the 
problem of feedback stabilization f the wave equation has received much 
attention in recent years. However, many works (e.g., Benchimol 14 1, 
Slemrod 151, Levan [6], and co-workers, and Russell 171 to name a few) 
refer to the distributed control case9 and, moreover, the stabilizing feedback 
provided refers to the dissipative situation. When it comes to the boundary 
feedback stabilization f the wave equation, instead, we can quote from the 
literature only Quinn and Russell [8], Slemrod [9], and a recent preprint by 
Shunhua [lo]. Of these works, the first two consider, for the purpose of 
comparison with the present paper, the (damping) case where the feedback 
operator is local, is defined in terms of the velocity vector xt(t, .), and is 
applied in the Neumann or Robin-type boundary conditions: also the 
stabilizing feedback again pertains to the dissipative situation. loThe third 
work, preprint 1 lo], is closer to our present paper in that a finite dimensional 
feedback law like (1.4) is considered, except that it is applied in the 
Neumann B.C. The result on feedback stabilization which is claimed in [ 101 
contains nondissipative feedback laws under a variety of technical 
assumptions (H,, SH, in [IO]) regarding the spectral properties of the 
Laplacian with zero Neumann B.C. (uniform bounded multiplicity of the 
eigenvalues, gap conditions on the eigenvalues, etc.), which appear to be 
difftcult o check in applications and which, moreover, depend on the 
geometry of 0. 
By contrast, our feedback law (1.4) is applied in the technically more 
demanding Dirichlet B.C. and Shunhua’a assumed spectral properties Hl, 
SH, in [ 101 are dispensed with. Our negativity assumption (1.6) of our 
major result appears to be in the same spirit as assumption H, in Shunhua 
1 lo] and, as in his case, we also claim a stabilizing feedback that covers the 
(more interesting) situation of nondissipativity. 
The approach that we take in this paper relies, as starting point, on our 
recently developed functional analytic model, to study boundary input hyper- 
bolic equations [ 11 1. 
’ That is, when the control acts on the right-hand side of the equation through a bounded 
operator, usually denoted by B. The proposed dissipative feedback is then -B*. 
“The following fact can be shown as a consequence of our functional analytic model 
specialized as (2.2) or (2.4), adopted to study boundary input hyperbolic equations: the 
normal derivative 8/8~1~, used in [8, 9] to achieve stabilization, may be viewed as nothing but 
the operator -B* = -D*A, which corresponds to the operator B = AD appearing on the 
right-hand side of the equation and acting on the velocity vector x,1,-. Here D is the Dirichlet 
map (Section 2) and A is the conrinuous operator: L2(Q)+ [B(A)]‘, which extends via 
isomorphism the Laplacian defined in LZ(R) with zero Dirichlet B.C. This observation, to the 
authors’ knowledge has never been made before. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND WELL-P• SEDNESS 
Let -A denote henceforth the Laplacian A with zero Dirichlet B.C.; i.e., 
-Af= Af, where the domain g(-A) of --A consists of the closure in H’(R) 
of functions f in C’(a) that satisfy the boundary condition fl, = 0. Then, A 
is a positive self-adjoint operator: L,(R) 1 B(A) + L,(G) with compact 
resolvent [ 12, Vol. II]. Let, moreover, D denote the “Dirichlet map” for the 
elliptic problem corresponding to (l.l), (1.3); i.e., h = Dv, where Ah = 0 in 
R and h = u in ZY Notice that Dv @ %(A) always holds unless v = 0. 
However, 
range of D = DL,(T) c H”‘(l2) c H’/2-2p(12) = V(A L’4pp) (2.1) 
for any 0 < p < $: the left-hand side inclusion is a result of the elliptic theory 
[ 13, 141, while the identification the right holds set-theoretically and 
topologically, 115; 16, Theorem 5.1; 14, p. 107; 17, App. B]. The content of 
Eq. (2.1) will be crucially used in the sequel. It is well known that -A is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous (C,-) cosine operator C(f) on 
L,(R), -co < t < co, with corresponding sine operator S(t) y = 16 C(r) y dt. 
After these preliminaries, we may recall the input-solution abstract formula 
(variation of parameter-type formula), recently developed by the authors in 
[ 111, which models the hyperbolic problem (l.l)-( 1.3). With input f(t, <) in 
the feedback form (1.4), this abstract model on L,(R) specializes to the 
following abstract integral equation (see [ 111 for full justification): 
.I 
x(t) = C(t)x, + S(t)x, + A “4+p 
.I 
A “2S(t - s)A 1’4-.PDg(.G(t), w) dr. (2.2) 
0 
Equation (2.2) will henceforth replace the original hyperbolic problem 
(1.1~( 1.4), and will thus be the starting point of our approach. Notice that 
(2.2) is written in an optimal way in the sense that: (i) no further fractional 
power of A can be transferred on the right of S(t); (ii) A “4+p cannot be 
moved inside the integral; (iii) A 1’4--pDg E L*(R); (iv) the map, for t E F?: 
t -+A “*S(t)y, y E L,(Q), is well defined and continuous [ 18, II]. It then 
follows from (2.2) that a differential version in x (not in the new variable 
A -“4--px!) of the form i = -Ax + 7c1f, f = (& w) g, corresponding to the 
integral model (2.2) is out of question on the space L,(Q). (By contrast, see 
Remark 2.1.) To achieve this version, an extension of Eq. (2.2) in a space 
larger than L,(Q) is needed. This is done in the usual way (e.g., 
[ 16, 17, 19]), using the property that A = A * is maximally accretive and 
boundedly invertible. We report here only those results needed in the sequel. 
The self-adjoint operator A, which defines an isomorphism from a(A) onto 
L,(B), can be extended as an isomorphism from %?(A”) onto [g(A’Pa)]’ 
for all 0 < a < 1. Let henceforth freeze a to the relevant value of a = f - p, 
with p fixed by (2.1), and let A denote the extension of A acfing as an 
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isomorphism from 9(A”4-p) onto [@(A3’4+p)]’ and viewed as an 
unbounded operator on the basic space [L~(A~/~+~)]‘. Similarly, x314+p is an 
isomorphism from L2(R) onto [g(A ‘I4 +“)I ‘. The relevant topologies are 
/XI a(A1/4-o) = lA1’4-p~IL2(n); ~-&+,w+P)~~ = lA-3’4-p~IL2(cj). (2.3) 
The sought after second order dlfirential version of Eq. (2.2) is then 
X= -Jx +,43/4+~A1/4--p&($ w), (2.4) 
with ZirE I@(A 3’4+p)] ‘. After setting y = [ y, , vz] = [x, x’], the corresponding 
first order system is 
j=(sJ++)y on Y=Y,@Y,, 
Y, SE [L?P(A 1’4+q]’ and Y, EE [,(A3’4+p)]‘, 
where 
.2= 0 z 
! I -J 0 : 
g(g) = GJ(A”4-p) @ [,(A”4+p)]‘, 
3= O O . I I 0 P’ c&P”> = Y, @ 8(P) -+ y; P = v(., w), v =A-3f4+PA I14-PDg E y,. 





Jd= 0 z 
I I A 0 
with g(d) = [Hi(Q) fl H’(Q)] 0 HA(Q) 
generates a unitary group” on E z HA(R) @ L,(Q), then so does 2 on Y as 
one sees through isomorphism techniques.‘* Obviously, the L,(Q)-inner 
product in the definition of P in (2.7) can be extended by continuity to the 
duality pairing, still denoted by ( , ). With this in mind, we single out a few 
properties of the perturbation 2, relevant to the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) If w E g(A3/4ip), then ,P is a bounded operator on Y. 
(b) rf wEg(A 1’4+p), then .B with a(~?‘) = g(g) is J-bounded in 
Y with J-bound equal to zero. 
” HA(Q) can be identified set theoretically and topologically with g(A I”) 115, 17. 
APP. B I. 
‘*Since (xi,,= ~T.d~‘xl,, where T= 1 ‘~I~‘-’ ,, I”4 -u / and T commutes with .d ‘. 
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ProoJ (a) For y E Y, we deduce from (2.7) 
I.iq,= IPy&= IvIy,I(A-3’4-0y2, A3’4+0w)J 
G l4Y,P 3’4+p 4L,(R) I YZIY, (by (2.3) and (2.5)). 




-$y IY = lY*lu, + I~Y,lY*. * 
Moreover, the J-bound is zero since 2 is of finite dimensional range 120, 
Prob. 1.14, p. 1961. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2.13 (a) If w E %?(A 3’4fp), the operator di s 2 + ,P 
with a(dF) = g(g) generates a strongly continuous (feedback) Co-group 
on Y, which is moreover a contraction if A 3/4t pw = -kZA ‘I4 pp Dg; for a 
positive constant k2. The resolvent ofgF is compact on Y. 
(b) Actually, the Co-group e”il-’ restricts a such to all interpolation 
spaces I, = g(A”) @ g(A”), where a = a - p - 812, p = -a - p - 012, for 
a110<0< 1. 
ProoJ As to part (a), only contraction eeds to be checked. For y E Y, 
<.PY, Y>,= (PY~, y2)y2= (~2, w)(~3’4+pA1’4-pDg> yz)u, 
= (~2, wXA 
l/4-P&A-3/4hy2) (by (2.3)), 
and the perturbation p is dissipative if w = -k2A - “2-2p Dg. As to part (b), 
that strong continuity at the origin of e&’ is preserved on I, E g(A”) @ 
@(AD) follows via the techniques that will be used in connection with Steps 2 
and 3 of Section 3.2 to follow.14 Namely, (i) inequality (3.21) will imply 
strong continuity for 0 = 0 on V as a consequence of strong continuity for 
8 = 1 on Y (part (a)). Also, (ii) the interpolation inequality (3.22) along with 
(3.23) will then provide strong continuity for 0 < 19 < 1. 1 
I3 If w E q,4 “4+Q ), then J? + .P generates a contraction semigroup on Y provided .:2 is 
dissipative 120, p. 499; 25, p. 841. 
I4 Although the passage from the wider space Y to the smaller spaces I, is essential for any 
significant result, we find it expedient to treat it once and for all at the level of the 
stabilization problem. 
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Remark 2.1. The previous analysis shows that d; can be decomposed 
as 
(2.8ii) 
as a generator on Y, which can then be restricted as a generator on I,. 
However, note that Zabczyk’s recent results [21] for operators decomposed 
as in (2.8i) are not applicable here as his assumptions are violated. The 
following spectral property of &i will be needed later in Section 3.2 under 
First Method. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For all gE Lz(r) and all w E G3(A3’4+p), the 
(feedback) generator JT. of (2.8) possesses the following spectral property: 
span { generalized eigenvalues of J&J = Y, 
where the closure is taken in the topology of Y. A similar statement holds for 
the restrictions ofd; on I,, 0 < 8 < 1. 
ProoJ: Our claim will be simply derived from the general theorem in [ 12, 
Vol. III, p. 23741, which is applicable to the operator &i. of (2.8). In fact, we 
check the required assumptions: 
(i) J= i (self-adjoint operator in Y): this follows from Stone’s 
theorem, since 2 generates an unitary group on Y, 
(ii) d-m is of Hilbert-Schmidt type for a sufficiently arge positive 
integer m: this follows from the known asymptotic estimates for self-adjoint 
elliptic differential operators: Ai - i*“‘ [22, Chap. VI, Sects. 3.3-3.4; 23, 
pp. 392-3951, where {A,} = eigenvalues of x. Hence with ,U~ = eigenvalues of 
2 =a, we have 
(iii) the perturbation 2-l $9 is a bounded, in fact, compact operator 
in Y, since 2 is bounded for w E g(A 3’4+p) (by Corollary 2.2) and 2-I is 
compact; in fact, &‘g is the bounded finite dimensional range operator 
defined by (2.8i-ii). 1
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3. STABILIZATION 
3.1. Lack of Uniform Stabilization 
Can the system (1.1~( 1.3), (1.4) be stabilizable in the uniform operator 
topology? That is, is it possible to select suitable vectors w E L,(Q) and 
g E L2(r), in such a way that the resulting feedback semigroup which 
describes the closed loop feedback solutions of (l.l)-( 1.3), (1.4) decays to 
zero in the uniform operator topology of, say, V? The answer is in the 
negative, and is a corollary of the following result, inspiredI by Russell [ 7 ] 
(see also Gibson [24]). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Z be an infinite dimensional Banach space, and 
A: Z z) .@(A) -+ Z be a closed, densely dej%ed operator, infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous group G(t) satisfying 
II G(-t)ll G 1, for t > 0. 
Let B: Z I a(B) 3 a(A) + Z be a Jinite rank (jinite dimensional range) 
operator, such that the operator A + B with a(A + B) =$9(A) generates a
strongly continuous emigroup’ S,(t) on Z, t > 0. Then IIS,(t)ll > 1, for all 
t > 0. 
Proof: Since y(t) = S,(t) y, is the solution of 
j=Ay+By, ~(0) = Y, E Q(A), 
the variation of parameter formula gives for y, E C&(A), 
s,(t>yo = WY, + (’ W - r)B S,(~)Y, dr, 
-0 
t > 0. 
Hence. 
G(W) s,(t) yo + 1’ G(-r)B S,(~)Y, dr. 
‘0 
Since 99(A) is dense in Z, the above identity shows that the operator 
Yo - I 
’ G(--z)B S,(T) y, ds 
0 
” A main difference with [7] is that in 171 B is a bounded compact operator while here B 
is unbounded but with finite dimensional range, hence unclosable. [ 201. 
I6 This is the case, e.g., if B is A-bounded and dissipative with A-bound less than 1 125, 
p. 841. 
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admits a bounded extension equal, in fact, to G(-t) S,(t) - I; moreover, this 
extension is of finite range, since so is B. Thus, the operator 
C = G(-t) S,(t) - Z is compact.” It then follows easily that 
II W-4 s&>ll 2 1 for all t > 0, 
for, otherwise, the operator C would be boundedly invertible on the infinite 
dimensional space Z. On the other hand, the assumption on G(-t) yields 
1 < II G(W) s&N < II G(-f>ll /Is&)ll G /l s,(t)11 
as desired. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Whenever the closed loop feedback system (1. l)-( 1.3), 
(1.4) defines a feedback C,-semigroup, its stabilization in the uniform 
operator topology is out of question; in particular this is the case for 
g E &(T) and w E %J(A 3’4+p) on the spaces g(A”) @I g(A”), where 
a=f-p-~/2,and~=-$-p-~/2,forallO~8~1. 
Proof _ As G(t), Z, and B in Proposition 3.1, we can now take the unitary 
group eS”‘, the space Y (defined by (2.4’)-(2.5)), and the perturbation .P of 
(2.7). When w E @(A 3’4tp), Corollary 2.2 guarantees a C,-group of the 
perturbed operator 2 + ,P on the spaces LS(A “) 0 g(A’). 1 
3.2. STRONG STABILIZATION: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Step I. Strong Stability of the Feedback Group c”r(t) = eJpt on Y 
For any g E L,(Z), we have from (2.1) that A -“2-22pDg E %(A 3’4+p). 
Thus, assumption (1.7) implies that w E g(A 3’4tp) as well. By Corollary 2.2 
the corresponding operator 2 is bounded on Y, and the corresponding 
G,(t) e edFt is thus a Co-group on Y. Our next major objective is to establish 
that this group is in fact uniformly bounded on Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Under assumptions (1.6~(1.7) as in Theorem 1.1, the 
corresponding roup e”/” is uniformly bounded on Y: 
/ e4’ J y < const, fE R. (3.1) 
I’ Thus, S,(t) cannot be compact. 
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Proof: From assumption (1.6), the multiplication operator K defined on 
Lz(Qn) by (Yi = (~3 @i>h 
Kx = 5 (x, Qi) fi qji, x E Jqfi), (3.2) 
i=l 
is well defined, and from assumption (1.7), K is bounded on L2(R), with 
inverse K-’ given by 
(3.3) 
also bounded on L2(Q). It will be used freely below that K and A (or frac- 
tional powers of A) commute. The operator 
3-= (3.4) 
is then bounded with bounded inverse on L&J) @ &(a) and thus X can be 
extended by continuity to an operator, denoted by 2, bounded and boun- 
dedly invertible on Y = Y, @ Y, (cf. (2.5)). From (2.4’), we set with 
q-&> = .w4), 
~,~f~-l~~~=~-‘~~+~-‘~~, 
and we quickly check that 2 remains invariant, 
(3.5) 
(since obviously K - ‘XK = A”) and, moreover, that 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
From (2.7), we then compute for y2 E Y, via (3.2) 
K-‘PKy,=K-‘u(Ky,,w)=K-‘v(y,,@, (3.8) 
where we have set 
/I= 5 \/w,u, Qi E g(A3’2+2p) (by (1.7b)). (3.9) 
i=l 
Since {Gi}zl is an orthonormal basis (of eigenvectors of A) on L,(O), then 
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{Y’,.EA 3’4tp Qi}z 1 is an orthonormal basis18 of eigenvectors of A’ on Y,. 
Thus, from the definition of u in (2.7) and on y in (1.5), 
v = f (v, Yi)y2 Yi = 2 (A”4-pDg, Qi) Yi 
i= L i=l 
Thus, once we insert 
K-Iv=- 2 ~j~2+2~~@i=-A3’2+2p~(y2,~) 
i=l 
into (3.8), we obtain for y, E Y2, 
K-‘PKy,=-(y,,j?) E ~;‘2’2p\/w,y,@i=-(y2,~)A3’2+2pj?. (3.11) 
i=l 
Next, for y, E Y2 we compute 
(K-‘PKy,, y2)Yz= (A-3’4-PK-1PKy2,A-3’4-Py2) 
=-(y2,P)(A-3/4-P+3/2t*Pp,A~3/4~PY2) 
= -(Y*~PM Y2> = -I(Y2J)I’* (3.12) 
where in the last step we have used (3.2~(3.3) and (3.9). Equation (3.12) 
shows that K-‘PK is dissipative on Y2. Likewise by (3.7), the operator $ is 
dissipative on Y. Thus, application of .T on the right and .F-’ in the left of 
the original generator -gF = .ib + .B as dictated by (3.5), leaves invariant its 
first erm .d (skew-adjoin& see (3.6)) and transforms the second term ,P into 
a dissipative term $. Hence, by (3.5~(3.7), and by (3.12), we obtain for 
Y E W-Q) 
Re@ky, Y), = Re(dh YL + Re(fh YL 
= 0 + Re(K- ‘PKy,, y2)y2 = -(y2, P)‘, (3.13) 
which shows that %, is dissipative on Y. Thus the CO-group” e$’ generated 
“The property of dF being a CO-group generator on Y is preserved under similarity 
I - ‘sip-. 
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by a, is contraction on Y, 
1e5qy < 1, tE Ft. (3.14) 
Since K and K- ’ are both bounded, it then follows that for the original C,- 
group generated by -4. =.fl,.p-‘, property (3.1) holds, as desired. 1 
For future use, we collect below the following implication: 
Remark 3.1. It follows via (3.12) and (3.11) that 
(K-‘PKy,, y&., = 0 3 K-‘PKy, = 0. 
Since a, is dissipative on Y, then the real part of its spectrum 
Re o(‘%,) < 0; i.e., the eigenvalues” of ai, cannot have positive real parts. 
The next result refines this conclusion by showing that these real parts are 
actually all negative. (Note from (3.5) that ‘8, and JZZ$ have the same (point) 
spectrum.) 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the same assumptions (1.6~( 1.1) as in Theorem 1.1, 
we have that 
a&) c C = {I: Re I < 0). 
ProoJ To exclude the imaginary axis, let A = ir, r real, be an eigenvalue 
of 3, with corresponding eigenvector z = [z,, z2], i.e., by (3.5~(3.7), and 
P-6) 
i.e., 
z2 = irz, I - -AZ, + K- ‘PKz, = irz, or -xz, + irK-‘PKz, = -r*z,. (3.15’) 
From here, taking the Y,-inner product with zi, and using (3.12) we obtain 
(3.16) 
But the right-hand side of Eq. (3.16) is real, and so is the first erm on the 
left-hand side (since A, thus A’, is positive self-adjoint). Thus, Eq. (3.16) 
yields a contradiction, unless 
(i) either r = 0, 
(ii) or else (K-‘PKz~,z,)~~= -I(z,,/?)I* = 0. 
*O The resolver-d of B, is also compact on Y. 
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But as to (i), r = 0 would yield z2 = 0, and xz, = 0 with zi # 0, thus 
implying that 1 = 0 is an eigenvalue of 2, hence of A, which is false since A 
is positive. As to (ii), the equality (K-‘PKz,, z~)~, = 0 would imply 
K-‘PKz, = 0 by Remark 3.1, and hence, by (3.15’), AZ, = r*z,, with z, # 0; 
thus, r* would be an eigenvalue of A”, hence of A, and zi its corresponding 
eigenvector, say zi = @,, for somej. Thus, if (ii) were to hold, then we would 
have by (3.12) and (3.9), 
0 = (K-‘PKQJ, @&, = -I(@,,p>I’= --WJ~JT 
which contradicts assumption (1.6) for i = j. Thus, the imaginary axis 
cannot contain any eigenvalue of a,, as desired. 1 
Remark 3.2. Notice that part (ii) of the preceding proof establishes that 
wiYjf”, i.e., (K-‘PKQi, @i)y, # 0, Vi, Qi = eigenvector of A (3.17) 
implies 
V-‘f-k,, zk,)y2 f 0, Vk, = eigenvector of 3,. (3.18) 
The converse also holds: (3.18) =S (3.17). In fact, let wjyj = 0 for some j. 
Then, as we have seen, it follows that K-‘PKQj = 0, with x!Dj =,u’@~ for 
some real ,U # 0 and some j and 
(-x + ipK-‘PK)Qj = -p2aj 
and, by (3.15), Y = ] iz&, 1 would be an eigenvector of a,, with eigenvalue i,u. 
Thus [~j, i,uQj] = [ zri , zE2] for some k. Thus K- ‘PKzr, = 0, which violates 
(3.18). Moreover, we would have egFt - iLt u e U, which fails to decay to zero. 
Completion of Proof of Strong Stability on Y 
Having established the above results, we can now proceed to complete the 
proof that, under assumptions (1.6)-( 1.7), the corresponding feedback group 
edFt is, in fact, strongly stable on Y, 
(e”i”‘y), + 0 as t+m3, yEY. (3.19) 
This conclusion can be accomplished in many ways, and we indicate a few. 
First Method: Based on Spectral Properties of -8; 
We use Corollary 2.3, Lemma 3.4., and Proposition 3.3. If A1 denotes the 
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generalized eigenspace of Ji of dimension p corresponding to the eigenvalue 
1, then for y0 E A!‘~, 
&' y, = enfe(S-~~)ry, = ,A[ 2 tj 
(d; - ilZ)'y, 
j=l j! ' 
and the desired conclusion (3.19) follows for y, since Re 2 < 0. Next, if y is 
an arbitrary point in Y, and E > 0 is given, then Iy - yEIY < s/2 const for 
some y, E AA corresponding to the eigenvalue A,; hence 
(by (3.1)) < const IY- Y& + le.4fYEly, 
and the right-hand side is less than E for all t > T,, as desired. Conclusion 
(3.19) holds for all initial points. 
Second Method: Based On Nagy-Foias-Fogel Decomposition for the 
Contraction Semigroup eaFf on Y (see (3.14)) 
(For an excellent expository treatment of this decomposition theory, as 
applied to stabilization problems, see [6].) The Hilbert space Y can be 
decomposed in a unique way into _the orthogonal sum of three subspaces 
Y cnu, W,, and WI, all reducing for epIFt and its adjoint, 
such that 
where 
W,@ wl= Y,, w, CD Y,“, = w, 
(9 on Y,,,, eer’ is completely nonunitary and weakly stable; 
(ii) on Y,, egFf is a unitary group. It follows that in our case, 
Y,, = {0}, the trivial subspace, for otherwise Stone’s theorem would yield that 
the eigenvalues of ‘8, are on the imaginary axis, contradicting the conclusion 
of Lemma 3.4. 
Thus, in our case Y = Y,,,, and e*F’ 
‘%, has compact resolvent on Y, e%’ ’ 
is weakly stable on Y, however, since 
is actually stable in the strong topology 
of Y, 14, Cor. 3.11, as stated precisely by (3.19). 
Step 2: Strong Stability ofthe Feedback Group GF(t) on 
WA 1/4-P) @ (9(/j l/4+0 )]’ = V (with Norm Derived from (2.3)) 
409/97/l 9 
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We compute with y(t) = &‘y, y E V, (V set theoretically 
Q(J) and g(~&)): 





A -114-P 0 
(by (2.3) and (2.5)) 
YIPI 





_A - 112 
A 112 0 
(3.20)2’ 
where in the last step, we have used that J?Lz?;’ is a bounded operator from 
Y into itself, by the closed graph theorem. As &T V c Y, and the right-hand 
side of inequality (3.21) goes to zero as t -+ 00 by Step 1, we thus conclude 
that es is strongly stable on g(g) with norm I . lgd(n = 1.2. Iy (see 
footnote 21), equivalent to I a$ . Iy, since 22; ’ is bounded an boundedly 
invertible on Y. 
Step3: Strong Stability of the Feedback Group eP(t) on the 
Interpolation Spaces [V, Y],, 0 < I3 < 1 
From Steps 1 and 2, via standard interpolation theory [ 14, I], in 
particular [ 14, I, Proposition 2.3, p. 191, 
IUI rv,Ylg~co~stIu/t-eIu/8,, (3.22) 
we obtain strong stability of the feedback group on 
1 v, y], = [g(A’/4-P), [@(A “4+P)]‘]e @ 1 [g(A”4+p)]‘, I~(A3’4+0)~‘le 
= g(A”) 0 g(A’), (3.23) 
2’ I4 :,2 m’i”2 1 is verified via (2.3) and (2.5) to be an isometry on Y. Notice that, since V 
cointides set theoretically with g(i) (see (2.6)), Eq. (3.20): 1 y(t)i,, = 1gy(t)i, shows that on 
i/(.Ca) the norm derived from 9(,4”4mp)@ [Q(A”‘+“)]’ via (2.3), and the norm 1.2~1, 
coincide. 
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 is thus complete. 
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